The Wake-Up Call Three-Step Process
 Step One: Ask yourself, “What is my Inner Mean Girl/Inner Critic saying?” Give voice to
the Big Fat Lies you are swallowing. Bring them out of the darkness and into the light so
they can be healed. Don’t hold back here . . . rant! Let it out!
 Step Two: Close your eyes, take a deep breath, and ask yourself, “What does my Inner
Wisdom know?” Sink into the land of your Inner Wisdom’s Truth. This is the place that
feels grounded. It feels like home. Really let the truths wash all over you and
disintegrate the Big Fat Lies. Ahhh . . . that feels better! (Remember that even if your
Inner Wisdom is delivering a hard, tough-love truth it will feel so much better than when
your Inner Critic berates you with it. Your Inner Wisdom comes from a compassionate,
loving place, whereas your Inner Mean Girl shames and beats you with its Lies.)
 Step Three: Lock in your Inner Wisdom’s truth by repeating it back (aloud if possible)
with a physical gesture to tap it in. My Inner Wisdom has me lightly touch my heart; I
have a client who waves her hand, and another who touches her belly. This will become
your touchstone for stepping into truth and feeling better. It will allow you to lay down a
new neural pathway in your brain that serves as a shortcut to your Truth. My clients and
I can now simply do that physical gesture anytime we feel the Lies coming on and
immediately feel relief and connection to our Inner Wisdom’s Truth.

As you practice this process, you will feel your Inner Wisdom radiating her strength and
power more often, until you at last feel that she is present almost all the time.
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